Abstract. Inheritance allows a class to be specialized and its attributes refined, but implementation specialization can only take place by overriding with manually implemented methods. Automatic program specialization can generate a specialized, efficient implementation. However, specialization of programs and specialization of classes (inheritance) are considered different abstractions. We present a new programming language, Lapis, that unifies inheritance and program specialization at the conceptual, syntactic, and semantic levels. This paper presents the initial development of Lapis, which uses inheritance with covariant specialization to control the automatic application of program specialization to class members. Lapis integrates objectoriented concepts, block structure, and techniques from automatic program specialization to provide both a language where object-oriented designs can be efficiently implemented and a simple yet powerful partial evaluator for an object-oriented language.
Introduction
Inheritance lies at the foundation of most object-oriented programming languages. Inheritance can add attributes and, when using covariant specialization, can refine attributes (e.g., fields, method parameters) to more specific domains [18, 33] . Equivalent mechanisms for refining the behavior of a method only allow additional behavior to be added (e.g., method combination such as "inner" and "around"), but there is no mechanism for declaratively refining the behavior of methods to something more specific -here, the programmer must override the method with manually implemented code.
Partial evaluation is an automatic program specialization technique that automatically generates an implementation specialized to specific values from the usage context. There is an intuitive similarity between partial evaluation and covariant specialization: in both cases, the domain of the entity that is being specialized is restricted. Nevertheless, existing work in partial evaluation for object-oriented languages has failed to bridge the gap between inheritance and partial evaluation [3, 21, 35, 46, 45, 47] , and the degree of specialization that can be performed by using these techniques is constrained by the existing class hierarchy.
In this paper we present the unification of inheritance and partial evaluation in a new language, Lapis. The key concept in Lapis is that conceptual classification using covariant specialization can control automatic specialization of all program parts. To provide a unified view of inheritance and partial evaluation, Lapis relies on concepts found in the object-oriented paradigm, such as covariant specialization, block structure and customization, combined with techniques from on-line partial evaluation and partial evaluation for object-oriented languages.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are as follows.
-We present a unification of inheritance and partial evaluation, embodied by the programming language Lapis. -From an object-oriented programming point of view, Lapis allows the efficient implementation of object-oriented designs that otherwise would cause significant overheads. -From a partial evaluation point of view, Lapis represents a novel approach to specialization of object-oriented programs that sidesteps many of the complications that normally arise when specializing object-oriented programs, and that eliminates the need for separate declarations to control the specialization process.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 compares inheritance and partial evaluation, and Section 3 investigates how the two can be combined. Then, Section 4 presents the language Lapis, Section 5 shows several examples of Lapis programs, and Section 6 describes the compilation of Lapis to Java. Last, Section 7 discusses related work, Section 8 outlines future work, and Section 9 presents our conclusions.
Comparing Partial Evaluation and Inheritance
In this section, we first investigate the basic effect of partial evaluation, then describe inheritance, and last compare the two and present motivating examples for their unification.
Partial evaluation
Partial evaluation is a program transformation technique that optimizes a program fragment with respect to information about a context in which it is used, by generating an implementation dedicated to this usage context. Partial evaluation works by aggressive inter-procedural constant propagation of values of all data types [26] . Partial evaluation thus adapts a program to known (static) information about its execution context, as supplied by the user (the programmer).
Only the program parts controlled by unknown (dynamic) data are reconstructed (residualized). In general, partial evaluation generates multiple copies of the program code that is being specialized. In an object-oriented program, partial evaluation is ultimately applied to methods. The specialization of a method generates a specialized version of this method. The optimization performed by partial evaluation includes eliminating virtual dispatches with static receivers, reducing imperative computations over static values, and embedding the values of static fields within the program code. The specialized method thus has a less general behavior than the unspecialized method, and it accesses only those parts of its parameters (including the this object) that were considered dynamic.
Typically, an object-oriented program uses multiple objects that interact using virtual calls. For this reason, the specialized methods generated for one class often need to call specialized methods defined in other classes. Thus, partial evaluation of an object-oriented program creates new code with dependencies that tend to cross-cut the class hierarchy of the program.
Motivating example #1: colors. Consider the classes Color and ColorPoint shown in Figure 1 . If we often need to draw points with the color "firebrickred" (RGB values 178, 34, and 34), it can be worthwhile to specialize the methods of these classes for this usage context. The alpha (transparency, the field a of Color) value varies, i.e., it can still be changed. Based on this usage context, partial evaluation generates a specialized version of the pixel method of the Color class, as follows:
A specialized version of the draw method of the ColorPoint class can also be generated, that uses this new specialized method:
But it is not obvious neither how to control the specialization of these methods nor how these two methods can be reintegrated with the existing program.
The effect of inheritance
Inheritance is fundamental to most object-oriented languages. Several concepts (classes) can be generalized into one concept (the superclass), and conversely a single concept (a class) can be specialized (subclassed) into a new concept (the subclass). From a technical point of view, inheritance allows the implementation of one class to be derived from another class: the subclass inherits all members of the superclass except those that the class overrides locally. A subclass can normally be substituted for its superclass.
In some languages, inheritance can covariantly specialize the type of attributes such a fields and method parameters [37] . For example, in the Beta language, virtual attributes are used to represent types that can be covariantly specialized in subclasses [32] . Virtual attributes can be used to specify the types of fields, method parameters, etc. An an example of covariant specialization, consider the class Vector: The type attribute ElementType is here declared to be Object, and in this respect this mechanism is similar to parameterized classes as seen e.g. in GJ [8] . However, when this class is subclassed, the attribute can be specialized covariantly:
class ColorVector extends Vector { type ElementType: Color; }
The class ColorVector can now only contain elements of type Color (or any subclass). Covariant specialization is normally associated with either lack of static typing or lack of subclass substitutability [31] , but recent work indicates that by imposing restrictions on the use of classes that can be specialized covariantly, this need not be the case [25, 49, 50] .
Unifying inheritance and partial evaluation
Partial evaluation specializes a method by constraining the domain of its parameters (including the this) from types to partially known values. Partial evaluation can also specialize for abstract properties such as types [9] . In this case, partial evaluation generates a covariantly specialized method. A subclass represents a more specific domain than its superclass. By definition, inheritance always specializes the type of the this, but, as noted above, the types of the class members such as methods can also be (covariantly) specialized.
This similarity leads us to investigate whether inheritance and partial evaluation can be unified. Specifically, inheritance could be used to control how the program is specialized using partial evaluation. No explicit user intervention would be needed to control the specialization process. In return, partial evaluation could automatically derive efficient method implementations according to the declaration of the class.
Motivating example #2: polygons. Consider the hierarchy of geometric figures shown in Figure 2 . The class RegularPolygon is a generic implementation that can draw a regular polygon with any number of edges, any size (represented by radius), and any orientation (angle). The corner points of the polygon are represented using an array of point objects. From a regular polygon, we wish to derive efficient implementations of the Square, Triangle, and Diamond classes. In the classes Square and Triangle the number of points is fixed, and thus the corner points can be efficiently stored in a set of fields, rather than in an array. Instances of the class Diamond are always drawn with a fixed angle, and hence no trigonometric computations are needed. No existing automatic specialization technique that the author is aware of can both specialize the representation (array vs. fields) and the implementation (the use of trigonometric functions) of a class such as RegularPolygon such that it is made efficient in usage contexts that correspond to Square, Triangle, and Diamond (see related work in Section 7 for a comparison with existing techniques). However, allowing the programmer to declaratively specify the invariants for each class as part of the inheritance process can make such specialization possible. We return to this example in Section 5.
3 Partial Evaluation vs. Inheritance: Down, Up or Across?
Before we present the unification of inheritance with partial evaluation, we investigate different options for expressing partial evaluation using inheritance, exheritance, and aspect-oriented programming. Each of these mechanisms can be said to move in a different direction in the class hierarchy: down, up and across. It is the useful features of these valid yet ultimately inadequate proposed solutions that lead us to our final solution, presented in the next section. An important issue throughout this section is where to residualize specialized methods. We note that method inlining is not an option, since it precludes sharing of specialized methods between call sites, and can lead to the generation large methods that are difficult for the compiler to optimize, in particular in the case of just-in-time compilation [44, 47] .
Inheritance: downward in the class hierarchy
In its standard form, inheritance can be used to add or override methods and add new fields. The declaration of new methods in subclasses can be used to control partial evaluation. Specifically, partial evaluation can be applied to optimize each method with respect to the other methods of the class, similarly to customization. This way, the object-oriented notion of specialization (making subclasses that can redefine methods) also drives the process of program specialization (partial evaluation).
Although conceptually a good match, a number of technical issues makes it difficult to use inheritance to control partial evaluation. First, the only way to allow invariants over object fields is to always use accessor methods to obtain the values of local fields and then override these accessor methods when specifying invariants over the fields. Second, object fields that are no longer needed by the specialized code could represent a space leak, and such fields cannot be removed by inheritance. Third, to make use of the specialized methods, the subclass that holds them must be instantiated in place of the original class, which is not possible if the instantiation site is not within the methods that are being specialized.
Example revisited. We return to the Color and ColorPoint example of Figure 1 of Section 2. With the inheritance approach, specialization over the RGB attributes is expressed by using accessor methods that are overridden in a subclass, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Based on this implementation, the compiler can automatically generate the implementation shown in Figure 3 (b). However, there is no simple way to use inheritance to specialize the draw method of class ColorPoint to use this new specialized method.
Exheritance: upward in the class hierarchy
To avoid the potential space leak associated with placing the specialized code in subclasses, superclasses could be used instead. New superclasses can be derived from one or more classes using exheritance [41, 43] . In its basic form, exheritance only allows the generation of interfaces, but an integration of exheritance with partial evaluation could work by providing concrete values for those fields that are not included in the superclass.
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Although deriving superclasses allows the unneeded fields to be eliminated, this approach also has the problem that the instantiation point must be modified to get an instance of the appropriate class. Moreover, partial evaluation often generates multiple method variants when information is known about the formal parameters of the method, so each new superclass would contain a number of uniquely named specialized methods. These methods would supposedly all be inherited back into the original class, depending on the semantics of exheritance, but would probably not be useful here. Last, using exheritance, the general concept of a color would be a subclass of whatever concrete color implementations were created by partial evaluation (say, "firebrickred" and "skyblue"). From a conceptual point of view, it seems wrong that the general color class be derived from specific colors rather than the other way around. This point is subjective but nonetheless important: the integration of partial evaluation into the programming language should correspond to our conceptual understanding of specialization.
Example revisited. To use exheritance to express that the RGB values of the color are fixed and thus no longer are part of the object state, we use the syntax shown in Figure 4 (a). To make the program type check, we (i.e., the programmer) must add a new class AbstractColor, which defines a common interface. Based on this implementation, the compiler can generate the specialized pixel implementation shown in Figure 4 (b). However, similarly to the case for inheritance, there is no simple way to use exheritance to specialize the draw method of the class ColorPoint to directly use this new specialized method.
Aspects: across the class hierarchy
A solution that separates the specialized method definitions syntactically from the source program but inserts these definitions into the right scope at compilation time is to express the specialized program as an aspect-oriented program. Aspect-oriented programming is an approach that allows logical units that cut across the program structure to be separated from other parts of the program and encapsulated into a separate module, known as an aspect [28] . The methods generated by a given specialization of an object-oriented program can be encapsulated into an aspect, which is the approach taken in the JSpec partial evaluator for Java [44, 45, 47] . The methods can then be woven into the program during compilation.
The aspect-oriented approach is well-suited for expressing simultaneous introduction of specialized methods into multiple classes. But the potential space leak associated with inheritance also applies here. Moreover, the specialization invariants must be declared separately. Last, it is unsatisfying and contrary to our goals for the unification of inheritance and partial evaluation to have to go outside the object-oriented paradigm to express the result of specializing program code.
Example revisited. Using AspectJ [27] syntax, the specialized methods can be encapsulated into an aspect that specifies methods to introduce into the classes Color and ColorPoint, as shown in Figure 5 . The method draw firebrickred must be called manually from a context where the color is known to be firebrickred. Alternatively, a framework such as specialization classes can be used to automatically generate guards that select the appropriate method to use, similarly to multidispatching [52] .
Synthesis
A common limitation across all three approaches is that partial information about object references cannot be expressed. From the example, the field c of class ColorPoint could not be redeclared to be of the more specific type Firebrickred unless the original definition of ColorPoint was changed. This limitation brings covariant specialization to mind.
As described in Section 2, the notion of inheritance can be generalized to include covariant specialization of attributes. A natural generalization of covariant specialization is to allow attributes to be specialized not only to subtypes but also to concrete values (similarly to our proposed semantics for exheritance). Hence, the invariants needed for customization can be declared directly as part of the covariants specialization of attributes.
Object-oriented languages with block structure (such as Simula [40] , Beta [32] and in particular gbeta [18] ), allow multiple classes to be subclassed (specialized) together when their enclosing class is subclassed. This feature can be used to express the simultaneous specialization of multiple classes.
Inheritance with covariant specialization over values, block structure, and partial evaluation recast as a generalized form of customization forms the basis of our unification of inheritance and partial evaluation, which is the subject of the next section.
Lapis
The Lapis programming language unifies inheritance and partial evaluation. We first give an overview of the features of Lapis, then describe its syntax and semantics. Advanced examples of Lapis programs are given in Section 5.
Overview
The core features of Lapis are as follows:
-Covariant specialization with singleton types: covariant specialization is used to control the partial evaluation process, and can be used to specify specialization for both object types, primitive values, and partially static objects. -Block structure and virtual superclasses: a hierarchy of classes can be specialized together for common invariants while preserving their subclass relations, by specializing the enclosing class [19, 20, 33 ]. -Generalized customization: each method is specialized using on-line partial evaluation that propagates type and values throughout all classes being specialized. -Data representation optimizations: partially static objects and arrays are automatically split and inlined into the enclosing object. -Incremental specialization: specialization of methods and data representation is performed for each class based on the results of specializing the superclass. -No run-time code generation required: all specialization can be performed during compile time, and types are propagated as values only during compiletime. Lapis can easily be cross-compiled to standard languages such as Java and C. -Simple specialization semantics: specialization is only done with respect to immutable object values, and the programmer is forced to structure the program to enable the specialization that has been declared.
Although types are used pervasively in Lapis, and Lapis has been designed with static typechecking in mind, Lapis does not yet have a type system. We return to this issue in Section 8.
One of the primary goals in the design of Lapis has been to balance the power of the built-in specialization mechanisms with simplicity of use, in order to make the semantics of the language easy to understand for the programmer. In particular, since partial evaluation for object-oriented languages normally requires expensive and complicated static analyses to determine how the program can be specialized [3, 44, 47, 46] , limitations have been imposed on the specialization process.
The specialization performed automatically by Lapis is highly aggressive, can give a massive increase in code size, and is not guaranteed to terminate.
2 Thus, the programmer must carefully control the amount of specialization performed by the compiler. For this reason, Lapis is only appropriate for implementing performance-critical parts of programs. We return to this issue in Section 6 in the context of integrating Lapis with Java, and in Section 8 in the context of future work.
Example. We now revisit the color and colored point example of the previous section. We declare the classes Color and ColorPoint within the class Draw, to enable them to be specialized together, as shown in Figure 6 (a). In the class Color, the type attributes Rt, Gt, Bt, and At are used to constrain the types of the fields that hold the RGB and alpha values. Type attributes can be specialized covariantly in subclasses, which leads to implementation specialization. The fields r, g, b, and a are all declared using these type attributes. (Note that the left shift operator implicitly converts its arguments to the type Integer, and hence the type casts that were needed in Java are not needed here.) Similarly, in the class ColorPoint the reference to the Color object is qualified by a locally declared type. An implementation that draws "firebrickred" points can be declared by covariantly specializing the type attributes, as shown in the class FirebrickredDraw. Here, the types of the fields that hold the RGB values are specialized to concrete integers, and the type of the field that references a color is specialized to a "firebrickred" color (the syntax "@T" means an exact reference to a instance of the class T, i.e., subtypes of T are not allowed). The intermediate result of compiling FirebrickredDraw is shown in Figure 6 (b). For each class, the members of the superclass are inherited and specialized. Fields that have constant values are no longer needed, and are eliminated. A direct call is generated to the specialized pixel method from within the draw method (using the "class::name" syntax). This example immediately raises the question of modularity -we return to this issue in Section 8.
Syntax
The most significant parts of the Lapis syntax are shown in Figure 7 . Standard syntax such as conditionals, operators, etc. is mostly omitted. The syntax is designed to support incremental specialization: occurrences of type attributes are always substituted with the concrete type that they are bound to, but the original occurrence is preserved in the syntax, since it can be further specialized in a subclass (triggering incremental specialization based on the occurrences of the type attribute).
Throughout the rest of the paper, we use the word "primitive type" to refer to primitive types such as integers, "class type" to refer to types derived from classes as well as the primitive types (which also have classes in Lapis), and "value type" to refer to concrete values (e.g., singleton types). The word "type" represents is used to refer to class types, primitive types, and value types.
A program is simply a class. A class has a name, and extends either a class or a type attribute (which must be bound to a class). In the latter case, the name after = is used to indicate the concrete class that the type attribute is bound to. A class contains local classes, type attributes, fields, and methods. Classes have normal lexical scope (e.g., the enclosing object instances). Type attributes have a name and can be bound either to a class type or a value type computed from an expression. The syntax "@T" means an exact type, e.g., subclasses of T are not allowed. Fields have a name and are qualified by a type, represented by a TypeValue. A TypeValue contains both a name and the type that this name maps to; the name is only relevant when it is that of a type attribute (otherwise we do not show it in the programs).
A method has a number of parameters and a return type; the types of each of these are represented by TypeValue expressions, which allows them to be covariantly specialized. Statements and expressions are mostly standard. The values of object fields can be bound when the object is instantiated (fields not bound are considered dynamic for specialization and the behavior of reading them at run time is undefined). Methods can be invoked with direct calls using the "::" syntax. A return statement is only valid as the last statement of a method (although this is not enforced by the grammar). The keyword this always specifies which enclosing class to refer to, although we in this paper omit the explicit class specification when it is not needed.
Semantics
There are two parts to the semantics of Lapis: the compile-time (specialization) semantics, and the run-time semantics. Once a program has been compiled, all uses of type attributes have been resolved, and evaluation of the program only manipulates value types (e.g., values). We do not explicitly define a runtime semantics, but rather refer to the compilation process from Lapis to Java described in Section 6 as documentation. Throughout this section, we assume naming hygiene, and that a global environment defining lexical scope is implicitly maintained. Auxiliary definitions used in the figures throughout this section are shown in Figure 16 of the appendix.
The specialization (compile-time) semantics of class, type, field and method declarations are described using pseudo-code in Figure 8 . A class is specialized by including the superclass members that are not overridden locally and then specializing each member (the common superclass Object has no members). After specialization of each kind of member, any additional methods generated for this class by the specialization process are included in the set of members.
A type attribute bound to a class type binds the attribute name in the environment. A type attribute bound to an expression reduces this expression to a value using standard evaluation semantics (e.g., heap-allocated objects with side effects and virtual methods); the only exception is that the expression "dynamic(TypeValue)" can be used to indicate partially static data. The value is dereferenced transitively to make an immutable value to which the type attribute is bound.
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A field bound to a simple type is stored in the environment. A field bound to a type attribute is resolved by looking up its type. If the type is a partially static object, the field is considered to hold its own copy of this object. The dynamic fields of the object become fields in the current class, and the methods of its class become methods in the current class. A fixed-point computation is needed since the fields that are created could be bound to partially static objects. Array values (which must have a known size) are treated similarly: each entry in the array becomes a new field.
A method is specialized by specializing each of its parameters according to any type attributes, specializing the body statement in the resulting environment, and updating the return type based on the type returned from method.
Classes and methods can be overridden by a subclass. Type attributes can be specialized covariantly by a subclass. Although Lapis does not currently have a type system, and hence the covariant declarations are not checked, the intention is that they should follow the subtype relations shown in Figure 9 . Briefly, subclasses are subtypes, class overriding obeys subtyping, and primitive values are subtypes of their type which again is a subtype of Object. Object instances are subtypes of their class, and an object instance is a subtype of another instance Specialization of Lapis statements is made simple by the fact that only immutable values are propagated during specialization. The alias analysis and heap manipulation normally required for partial evaluation of imperative programs are not needed [4, 13, 47] . We refer to previous work on on-line partial evaluation for imperative languages without heap-allocated data for details on how statements such as loops and conditionals can be specialized [38] . The semantics for a few selected statements are shown in Figure 10 . Field assignment to an object value class C extends T=D {. . . } C<D class C extends T=D {. . . } C.E<D.E 1, 2, 3, . . . < Integer < Number < Object, similarly for Byte etc.
Fig. 9. Lapis subtyping rules
is not allowed if the value in the corresponding field is static. If the field is dynamic, it has been residualized as a field in an enclosing object (in scope is used to verify that the object has not escaped the scope of the field to which it is bound), and an assignment to this field is residualized. Field assignment to a dynamic object expression is simply residualized. Specialization of Lapis expression is shown for a few selected expression types in Figure 11 . Again, the semantics for specialization of e.g. binary operators are standard. A lookup of a field bound to a value type specializes to this value type (but is retained if the object expression has side-effects that need to be residualized). A lookup of a dynamic field on an object value is remapped to a lookup of the inlined field, similarly to field assignment. Last, a lookup of a dynamic field on a dynamic object is simply residualized.
A method call on a static object value is remapped to a call to the method that was inlined into the enclosing object, and specialized recursively. A method call on a dynamic object value with an exact type is reduced by generating a specialized method (see below), and residualizing a direct call to this method that only passes the dynamic arguments. As a special case, if the return value is a value type and the method does not have side effects, the call is completely eliminated. A method call on a dynamic object value with an imprecise (cone) type is simply residualized (all values are immutable, so any side-effects performed by the method do not need to be taken into account during compilation 4 ). The specialization of a method call is shown in Figure 12 . An environment is built by combining the parameter names with the concrete arguments. Specialized methods are kept in a cache to enable sharing of specialized methods and permit specialization of recursive methods. If no matching method was found in the cache, the statement of the method is specialized to the environment (the this is not passed as a parameter since it is visible as a type in the global environment of the method). The resulting statement is used to build a method with a fresh name. ... 
Examples
We now give three example of larger Lapis programs: regular polygons, the visitor design pattern, and linear algebra. In all cases we only show selected parts of the programmer-written and compiler-generated code.
Regular polygons
Regular polygons were introduced as a motivating example in Section 1. Using Lapis, an efficient implementation of the Diamond class can be derived from the RegularPolygon class. The method fix shown in Figure 13 (a) fixes the points of the regular polygon, based on the number of points, the orientation (angle), and the radius. The class Square specifies that the array of points has length four and contains concrete point instances (the operator initialize initializes an array with the value provided as its second argument), 5 and the class Diamond further specifies that the orientation is zero degrees. Based on these declarations, the specialize_exp(<exp0.m(exp1,...,expn)>,env): expi' := specialize_exp(expi,env); if(is_static(exp0')) self := get_anchor(exp0'); if(not in_scope(self)) ERROR(); new_method := get_new_method(exp0',m); expi'' := get_exp(expi'); return specialize_exp(<this(self).new_method(expi'')>,env); else receiver := get_type(exp0'); method := lookup_method(receiver,m); if(receiver=@T) method' := specialize_method_call(method,exp0',(exp1',...,expn')); R := method'.return_type; if(is_value_type(R) and is_pure(method')) return STATIC(R); else C := receiver.class_name; register_new_method(C,method'); dyn_exps := select_dynamic_expressions (exp1',...,expn'); m' := method'.name; return DYNAMIC(get_exp(exp0').C::m'(dyn_exps),R); else return DYNAMIC(get_exp(exp0').m(get_exp(exp1'),...,get_exp(expn'))); compiler generates the specialized implementation of the fix method shown in Figure 13 (b). All coordinates are stored in local fields, and the use of trigonometric functions has been eliminated.
Visitor design pattern
The visitor design pattern is a way of specifying an operation to be performed on the elements of an object structure externally to the classes that define this structure [22] . The visitor design pattern is usually implemented using doubledispatching, where the first dispatch selects the kind of object structure element to operate on, and the second dispatch selects the visitor to use. Given a specific visitor, the second virtual dispatch becomes fixed, and thus can be removed by specialization. An excerpt of a tree datastructure with a visitor is shown in Figure 14 . The class Tree declares a small hierarchy of node types and a visitor to operate on these nodes. In the subclass CountingTree, specific extensions are made to each of the node types (e.g, to hold the counters), and a specific visitor is specified (one that sums up the counters). The exact type of the visitor is propagated throughout the inner classes, and the virtual dispatch is no longer needed to select between visitors. This example illustrates how the class hierarchy between Node, Leaf, and Branch is preserved through inheritance, by letting NodeImpl and CNimpl extend the class currently indicated by Node (e.g., virtual superclass or virtual prefix [19, 20, 33] ).
Linear algebra
The OoLaLa linear algebra library has been designed according to an objectoriented analysis of numerical linear algebra [30] . Compared to traditional linear algebra libraries, OoLaLa is a highly generic, yet simple and streamlined, implementation. However, as the designers point out, the genericness comes at a cost in terms of performance.
In the OoLaLa library, matrices are classified by their mathematical properties, for example dense or sparse upper-triangular. A matrix is represented Fig. 14. Specializing the visitor design pattern using three objects from different class hierarchies, as illustrated in Figure 15 . The class Matrix acts as an interface for manipulating matrices, by delegating all behavior specific to mathematical properties to an aggregate object of class Property. Subclasses of the abstract class Property define, for example, how iterators traverse matrix elements (e.g., by skipping zero elements in sparse matrices). The Property classes delegate the representation of the matrix contents to an object of class StorageFormat. The concrete subclasses of the abstract class StorageFormat all store the matrix elements in a one-dimensional array, and define a mapping from ordinary matrix coordinates to an index in this array. This decoupling of a single matrix into three objects from separate class hierarchies is a use of the bridge design pattern [22] .
To optimize for the case where matrices are dense, we define the classes FixedDenseProperty and DenseMatrix. In FixedDenseProperty the storage format is a DenseFormat instance which is inlined into the class definition. Similarly, in DenseMatrix, the property is a FixedDenseProperty instance which is inlined into the class definition. In the resulting implementation of DenseMatrix, all data is 
Java Integration
The Lapis language is intended to be compiled to a "host language." In this section, we discuss a few considerations regarding integration of Lapis with a host language, describe the compilation process from Lapis to Java, and outline the status of the implementation.
Considerations
Lapis has been designed to aggressively and unconditionally optimize the code provided by the programmer to generate a specialized implementation of each class. While specialization can be useful when applied to performance-critical parts of programs [5, 6, 17, 23, 34, 39] , applying specialization globally would normally result in either non-termination or code explosion. For this reason, it must be possible to only apply specialization to selected parts of the program, a feature normally referred to as modular specialization [13] . To use Lapis in realistic applications, it must be possible to integrate with existing program code. We have chosen Java has host language for Lapis, although other languages can be added later (e.g., C if generating specialized code for embedded systems). Given an appropriate interface for integrating Lapis and Java, the performance-critical parts of a program can be written in Lapis, and the other parts of the program in Java. Control over the amount of specialization performed for the Lapis program would no longer be essential but rather a useful feature. This is the approach taken in the current implementation of Lapis.
Compilation process
Lapis integrates a compiler from specialized Lapis programs to Java. In a specialized Lapis program, all class members have been customized and cloned in every class. This code duplication simplifies the Lapis to Java compilation process, since inheritance between classes can be substituted for interface inheritance. The current compilation process is designed to allow the implementation of a performance-critical component written in Java to be replaced with a component written in Lapis; Java classes and objects cannot currently be used from within Lapis (we see no difficulties in allowing "foreign" classes in Lapis, but this has simply not been implemented).
A Lapis program is compiled to a Java package. Each Lapis class compiles to a Java class that inherits from java.lang.Object. All methods are made public, and all fields have package visibility. The block structure of the Lapis program is reused in the Java program, so the resulting Java program is essentially a single Java class with inner classes. For every Lapis class a Java interface is generated independently of the block structure (i.e., not as an inner class). This interface has the same methods as the Lapis class, and extends the interface generated for the Lapis superclass. If the Lapis class overrides a class from the superclass of the enclosing class, the interface also extends the interface of this class.
Type attributes are not needed in the Java program, and are ignored by the Lapis to Java compiler. Fields are compiled directly to Java fields: since there is no Java inheritance between the generated classes, fields are declared anew in each class, and can thus be covariantly specialized. Methods require special care since covariant specialization of the formal parameters and the return type is not possible in Java. For this reason, the most general type (the one found highest in the hierarchy of Java interfaces) is used. When the type of a formal parameter is changed by the translation to Java, the formal parameter is assigned to a local variable with the Lapis inferred type, using a downward cast. When the return type of a method changes, a downward cast is inserted around any invocations of the method. For Java primitive types, explicit boxing and unboxing is used similarly to the type casts.
Inlining is not performed by the Lapis to Java compiler, since most Java virtual machines perform aggressive inlining dynamically, adapted to the characteristics of the physical machine that the program runs on. To facilitate inlining, methods that have unique names are declared final. Nonetheless, performing inlining in the compiler would probably be advantageous when type casts or boxing and unboxing is needed.
Most statements and expression translate straightforwardly to equivalent Java counterparts. Object instantiation is performed using factory-methods generated specifically for each object instantiation expression (to handle the initial-izer syntax). Direct method calls are represented using a class cast to the type in question.
Experiments
The Lapis implementation is currently in a preliminary state. The Lapis specializer supports all features described in this paper. The compiler from Lapis to Java supports minimal examples like the colored points and the visitor pattern, but does not support slightly larger examples such as the polygons and the OoLaLa library for linear algebra. These limitations are due to minor implementation bugs that we expect to resolve shortly (the basic problem is that the AST did not carry type information, which turned out to be needed for the compilation process -the solution is of course to instrument the AST to allow it to hold the inferred type information).
Related Work
Related work can be divided into two categories: program specialization based on partial evaluation and techniques typically found in compilers.
Partial evaluation
Lapis only specializes for immutable object values, similarly to partial evaluation for functional languages, where there is no need to keep track of side-effects on heap-allocated data [26] . The object and array inlining performed by Lapis is similar to arity raising for functional languages and structure splitting in CMix [4, 26] . However, in both cases, complex data is replaced with local variables, which is only appropriate for stack allocated data (global variables can also be used for structure splitting, but are inappropriate for storing information associated with individual object instances).
The declaration specialization invariants can be made separately from a program using specialization classes [52] . Invariants can be declared over fields, similarly to the covariant specialization of type attributes in Lapis, and guards are automatically generated that select the specialized program code when appropriate. However, specialization classes are only a front-end for some other partial evaluator, such as JSpec (see next paragraph). Moreover, specialization classes provide no means of specifying precise type invariants, and are more concerned with specialization individual classes than the combination of several classes [44] .
Partial evaluation for object-oriented languages has been studied by Schultz et.al. in the context of a partial evaluator for Java, JSpec [44, 45, 47] . JSpec aggressively simplifies static computations by specializing virtual dispatches, field access, and any imperative computations. AspectJ aspects are used to represent the residual program. The control-flow simplifications performed by JSpec are a superset of those found in Lapis, but JSpec does not perform any simplifications of the data representation, which limits the degree of optimization. In essence, JSpec can optimize object-oriented programs without covariant specialization and block structure, but Lapis allows a unified and more aggressive from of specialization by integrating these features into the programming language.
Run-time specialization for a subset of Java with object-oriented features has been investigated by Affeldt et.al. [3, 36] . Specialization generates bytecode that is contained within a single method encapsulated in a new class, and this class is dynamically loaded by the JVM and compiled using the resident JIT compiler. Compared to Lapis, the most notable differences are that there is essentially no optimization of the data representation and that that there is no attempt at integrating neither the declarations of what to specialize nor the residual code with the existing program; the specialized code is residualized using a single method defined in a separate class. Locally allocated objects are stored in class fields and reused between method invocations, which reduces the amount of work done by the garbage collector, but is inappropriate for multi-threaded code.
Veldhuizen used C++ templates to perform partial evaluation [51] . By combining template parameters and C++ const constant declarations, arbitrary computations over primitive values can be performed at compile time. Although the declaration of how to specialize is effectively integrated with the program in the form of template declarations, this approach is more limited in its treatment of objects than what we have proposed. For example, objects cannot be dynamically allocated and virtual dispatches cannot be eliminated. Furthermore, the program must be written in a two-level syntax, thus implying that static and dynamic code must be separated manually, and functionality must be implemented twice if both generic and specialized behaviors are needed.
Partial evaluation was compared to inheritance in the context of Java, by Bobeff and Noyé [7] . Being constrained to the inheritance offered by the Java language, the conclusion was essentially that the two could not be combined, and they ultimately suggest that multimethods may be a better match for partial evaluation. Lapis demonstrates that with covariant specialization, partial evaluation and inheritance and indeed be combined. As for multimethods, we can apply Occam's Razor: they are not essential. Nonetheless, we believe that multimethods could be highly useful, and consider them to be future work.
Compiler optimization techniques
Budimlić and Kennedy describe the JaMake tool which uses a combination of transformations that essentially derive new classes in which aggressive object inlining has been performed [10, 11] . Whereas Lapis only inlines structures of known dimensions (objects and arrays of fixed size), JaMake can split an array when the objects stored in the array have the same type, so that each field is stored in a separate array [11] . However, unlike Lapis, JaMake performs only standard optimizations of the program code, there is no specialization of the method implementations of the program.
Automatic object inlining significantly reduces the number of object allocations and operations on fields thereby improving overall runtime performance, as shown by Dolby and Chien [15, 16] . Object inlining is fundamental to the data representation optimizations performed in Lapis. But where object inlining as presented by Dolby and Chien is an automatic optimization that is applied by the compiler, object inlining in Lapis is a transformation controlled by the covariant declarations of the programmer.
The triggering of optimization in Lapis and the propagation of type information is similar to customization [12] and its generalization selective argument specialization [14] . Here, a method is optimized by propagating type information about the this argument and the formal parameters throughout the method, and using this type information to reduce virtual dispatches. Methods must be cloned since the customized method cannot be shared with neither superclasses nor subclasses. Specialization is typically done automatically based on profile information. Lapis is more aggressive than customization and selective argument specialization, since it specializes both for type information and concrete values and also specializes the data representation, but it has no similar provisions for limiting the amount of specialization.
Future Work
Future work for Lapis concerns investigating modularity issues, controlling the degree of specialization, integrating off-line specialization, and implementing a type system.
A critical issue in Lapis is that classes must be declared in the context where they need to be specialized, which appears to defy standard approaches to modularity. However, in many cases, specialization can be done by subclassing a class in the scope where it is needed. Furthermore, a type variable in such a subclass can be constrained by a type variable from a lexically enclosing scope. Hence, the invariants needed in a specific situation can be imposed on classes declared elsewhere. Nonetheless, it may turn out that in practice the same class needs to be declared in two different scopes. A simple solution could be to allow separate modules to be written which can be included into a local lexical scope using a simple mechanism similar to #include from C.
An important yet often overlooked issue in partial evaluation is controlling the degree of specialization performed by the partial evaluator [29, 48] . Both overspecialization (code explosion) and underspecialization (no benefit) must be avoided. In Lapis, specialization is triggered by the covariant specialization of type attributes. A type attribute can trigger specialization at any place within its lexical scope, which help to avoid underspecialization when the program is appropriately structured. For a finer degree of control, we propose to use specialization-time assertions: assertions that are evaluated by the partial evaluator during the partial evaluation process. For example, to ensure that a loop is completely unrolled, an assertion could be placed to check that the loop condition remains static. Conversely, to ensure that the loop is not unrolled, the assertion would check that the loop condition is dynamic. Virtual methods can be used to write assertions that can be refined by subclasses.
Lapis uses on-line specialization, that is, the decision of whether to specialize a given program part is made while the specialization takes place. Off-line specialization uses a preprocessing analysis (the binding-time analysis) to determine what values are static prior to specialization [26] . The specialization process can be made more efficient in off-line specialization, and the result of the analysis serves as feedback to the programmer. To integrate off-line specialization in Lapis, we propose the use of abstract types, as follows. A type attribute can be specialized to an abstract type, which can only be specialized by a concrete value of the type. Classes with abstract types cannot be instantiated. For a class with abstract types, a static analysis can determine what values will be known in any subclass that overrides the abstract types, similar to standard off-line partial evaluation.
Lapis as described in this paper does not have a type system. Covariant types for e.g. method parameters are inferred by the specialization process, so standard approaches to static type checking cannot be used. Type checking must either include the complete specialization process (and hence risk non-termination) or perform an approximation. A useful compromise which we are currently investigating is to allow the type checker to consume a fixed number of resources (e.g., the number of basic operations performed). If type checking cannot be done within the predetermined limit, the program is considered "unsafe," and the programmer can then either accept the program as such, or increase the resource limit.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented Lapis, a language that unifies inheritance and partial evaluation. By using covariant type declarations, the programmer can be guaranteed an efficient implementation of highly generic program parts, where both computations and data representation are optimized to the task at hand. Ideally, the covariant declarations that one would normally perform when programming would automatically result in an efficient implementation; this idea remains to be tested in practice, however.
Lapis offers a new perspective on inheritance: covariant specialization can be used to declare information that both gives a more precise description of the intention of a given subclass and at the same time automatically triggers the generation of an efficient implementation of this class. Conversely, Lapis also offers a new perspective on partial evaluation for object-oriented languages: integration with the inheritance structure opens new opportunities for specialization, which can be exploited using simple and predictable techniques. In effect, we have unified two concepts until now considered different in a novel and useful way.
